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Upcoming Events
Tuesday 24th November
-Curriculum Day Report
Writing
Tuesday 1st December—
School Photo’s
Tuesday 8th DecemberCurriculum Day 2021
Term 1 Planning
Events for Staff and Students
Wednesday 9th December—Graduation
Tuesday 15th December—Whole School
Awards
Wednesday 16th December—Xmas for students
Xmas Lunch—Picnic

Hello everyone,
Our weeks seem to be passing very quickly. We have had another busy week with
the inclusion of Remembrance Day and celebrating NAIDOC Week. It was a shame
to have to cancel EB training as we know our students love these sessions, however, as safety is always our number one priority for our students, staff and families.
It is a busy time of the year with students undertaking formal assessment tasks to
enable teachers to analyse their results and write reports. The reporting process is
a comprehensive program that includes many stages up the finalisation of reports
being sent home. Part of the process is for all teachers to come together and moderate students work across all year levels. This generates lots of valuable discussion
and demonstrates teacher’s knowledge of the curriculum as well as ensuring that
your child receives the correct level of achievement in all learning areas. This process supports teachers in making accurate decisions. We understand that some
students may not make the expected 12 month growth this year and this is why
the DET will be implementing the ‘Tutoring program’ early next year. The staff
team have a collective responsibility for all our students’ growth. I believe we do
this very well at Talbot Primary School.
This week our ‘Clubs’ rotations changed. Our dedicated staff are now running
Cooking, Sport and Outdoor Games, Lego, Knitting and Gardening. I think this is
wonderful program that Talbot PS implements, as it demonstrates ‘Student Voice’
in determining the types of activities the students want to participate in at school.
On Remembrance Day, I had the privilege of spending some time with the 5/6 class
listening to their stories and sharing the knowledge they have gained from the research project about the ‘Rising Sun’ badge. I was able to share my own experiences when working in the Armed Forces. This always seems to generate lots of questions from students. I was surprised how many students were thinking about joining the forces when they grow up. Sara and Billie received book awards for their
efforts in story writing and poetry, congratulations! Both girls read their work over
the school PA for all our students to hear and appreciate. This was followed by one
minute silence. We also visited the RSL Park with some flowers. Thank you to Jo,
Billie and Sara, acting as Talbot PS representatives on Remembrance Day.
I am always impressed by the work our students produce. This week I focussed on
their Artwork which included some activities to celebrate NAIDOC Week. The P-2
class are very clever and proud of their work, which is now on display around our
building.
We send our deepest condolences to Luke Coulter and family on the passing of
Luke’s father. Thank you to the families for your flower donations.
A big thank you to our wonderful team for the support you give to each other and
our wonderful students who care so much for our staff.
I hope you all have a fantastic week.
Krista Barnes

We would like to acknowledge the Dja Dja Wurrung, Traditional Custodians of the land where Talbot primary
School is situated. We would also like to acknowledge our Elders, past, present and future.

2020 TALBOT RSL ESSAY COMPETITION WINNERS
The Rising sun badge
By Billie Taylor-Irwin

The spirit of the rising sun.
-a short poem
By Sara Dunn

With every day that ends a new one
has begun,
and brave soldiers must fight on,
and wear the rising sun.
It was more than a medal, badge or
pins, It was a sign of bravery, loyalty, spirit among other things.
It was pinned upon our hats and
would shine in the sun. the Rising
Sun represented all of us, each and
every one. Through world wars one
and 2, the Rising Sun shone
through. Guiding us to the light.
With every gun shot through all our
fear it compelled us to fight. Fight
for what was fair fight for what
was right. Our brave ANZAC’s
fight every day and every night,
The Rising Sun still shines today on
the 11th of November. The rising
sun forever shines helping us remember.

Standing at the RSL park in silence at exactly
11am on the 11th of November to pay my respects to the men and women who lost their
lives during and since the wars. I looked around
at all the people who came to do the same thing
and then I noticed an old man sitting in his
wheelchair with this hat on, with a shiny badge,
the sun seemed to jump off it.
It was gold, are there other colours I thought to
myself? (Yes there is, gold ones are for soldiers,
silver one are for the nurses and the bronze
ones are for the service people) .but then in
1949 they changed the pattern because the
King died and the Queen took over. “Where can
I get one?” I said.
Later that day when we were back at my grandparents I asked grandpa about the badge I had
seen, he went to his room and came back with a
photo album, he showed me a photo of his Uncle Tom, all dressed up in his army uniform, a
young man with pride and sadness at the same
time in his eyes. “Grandpa that's the same
badge I saw on the old man's hat today, it was
pinned to the turned upside of that hat. “I said.
“Well Daisy, as a small boy I too took a fancy
for the badge on the hat, Uncle Tom didn't really
talk about the war, but he did tell me the story
behind “THE RISING SUN”. In 1902 the first
Rising sun badge was made by General Sir Edward Hutton, it was worn by the 1st and 2nd Imperial Forces, in both world wars. It was pinned
onto the upturned side of the slouch hat, and is
most recognisable as the spirit of the ANZAC. “It
is a proud symbol worn by our Army.’” Grandpa
said. The slouch hat with its stunning rising sun
pinned to it, takes pride of place in my glass
cabinet in my office. Did you also know that
through the years there have been 7 different
design of the Rising Sun?
Wow that was very interesting maybe one day I
will be able to serve our country just like your
Uncle Tom, and I don’t just want to be a nurse
for them, I want to actually drive tanks and save
our country. So now every time I go and stand
in silence I will remember that these are the
men and women that let me be here today.

NAIDOC WEEK

WHAT HAS BEEN HAPPENING IN THE ARTROOM WITH
MS PHILLIPS

GRADE P/1/2 NEWS
As we pass the half way mark of the Term, it has been good to reflect on how
the students have coped and managed being back in the classroom. Missing
Term 3 was a big blow since that is the Term where students are prepared to
learn and they make big steps in their learning. It has been pleasing to see
that the Prep-2 students have shown such big growth this Term as they have
come back prepared and ready to learn. I am very proud of what they have
achieved as a class and I can’t wait to see how far they can go this year and
beyond.

Next week in Reading, we are looking at comprehension. Specifically we are
learning to use our reader’s voice to make sense of what we are reading and
fix any mistakes we make. In Writing, we are writing and sending out our
letters to Santa! In Maths, we are focussing on Location and Transformation.
Have a great weekend everyone!

Prep/1/2 Class going to
the Post Office to post
their Santa Letters

GRADE 3/4 NEWS
It was really nice this week to have a full week of classes! Our new round of Clubs started
on Tuesday.
I have the ‘Gardening’ club. I’m looking forward to getting our garden beds back in shape
and hopefully making some headway with our Indigenous Garden.
What’s on next week?
Reading: Our strategy is ‘Monitor and correct’ – listen to yourself read and fix up any
mistakes.
Writing: We continue with Procedures this week, focussing on the correct structure.
Speaking and Listening: We are looking at the origin of words this week – I will have a
list of familiar words and we will look at where they actually came from.
Maths: More activities on time this week – the game ‘Spoons’ using time is always a hit!
Values: ‘Feeding the motional self’ is our topic for this week. Making sure to do things we
enjoy, appreciating the fun and happy times.
Humanities: We will be looking at Australian Explorers for the next few weeks and students will begin a project on a chosen explorer.
Music / Dance / Science: The homework task is due today – we will discuss student’s findings.

GRADE 5/6 NEWS
REMEMBRANCE DAY
On Wednesday 11th November we were unable to
go to the RSL Memorial Park so this is what we did
instead.
The winners of the RSL Competition were presented
with their book prizes and then they were able to
read their essay to the whole school via the new PA
system.
This was followed by a minutes silence.

TALBOT PRIMARY SCHOOL CLUBS WEEK 6
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